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 FeAture ArtiLce 
PAYiNG Your Dues
avoiding taxes with the “Panama Papers” and layers of 
shaatnez.
By: rav Yosef fund

several important documents were leaked in the april 2016 scandal known 
as the “Panama Papers.” the leaked documents detail the operations of a 
Panamanian law firm and its clients’ shell companies. creating an offshore 
business entity is not necessarily illegal in and of itself. however, many shell 
corporations have been used for illegal purposes, including fraud, drug trafficking and tax evasion.

the Panama Papers illustrate how wealthy individuals and public officials hid their assets from public scrutiny. 
Many high ranking political figures have been negatively impacted by the report. they are accused of fraud and 
money laundering, using offshore accounts to hide illegally diverted funds.

It seems that the line between legal and illegal can become more blurred the further off shore one travels. What 
are the halachic ramifications for those who try to bend the law for their personal gain? What guidelines does 
the torah provide for those who wish to avoid paying their dues? In this article we will touch on these topics, 
and further dwell on a related topic: how to view an act that is done solely for the purpose of avoiding taxes. 
While this could be discussed in a number of contexts, we will dwell specifically on how the halacha view 
wearing of shaatnez containing clothing when being done to avoid duties.

LAYers oF shAAtNez to AVoiD Dues
In discussing the prohibition of wearing shaatnez, wool and linen mixed together, there are two pesukim in the 
torah.  We find in VaYikra “and a garment of kilayim shaatnez you should not raise upon you”. In Devarim we 
find “You shall not wear shaatnez wool and linen together”. 

In the Mishna it says that one may not “wear kilayim even on top of ten other garments, even for the purpose of 
avoiding duties”. rabbienu chananel writes that the subject in question is trying to create an appearance that 
the layers of clothing are personal, rather than, as they truly are, clothing for sale. similarly rabbeinu shimshon 
explains that this is referring to a duty which exempts clothing that is worn. r”i ben Malki tzedek writes that 
this person has ten garments of shaatnez, and were he to wear them all, he would be exempt from duties. 

AN uNJust toLL
the implication seems to be that layering clothes to avoid paying duties would be permitted, if not for the issue 
of shaatnez. the talmud questions why this should be so if, as shmuel said, “the law of the land is law”. 
rav chanina bar Kahana in the name of shmuel resolves this difficulty by saying here the reference is to a duty 
collector who collects as much as he wills, while Devei Yanai explain the reference is to a non-authorized duty 
collector. a modern example of this is militias who, in areas of the world where governmental rule is weak, 
establish unauthorized road-blocks for the sake of extracting tolls.  

one may consider this question: if the clothing which a person is wearing is exempt from duties, why must one 
exploit the loophole in the principle that “the law of the land is law”? 

rav Yakov Yeshaya Blau suggests that only normally worn clothing was exempt for duties, but extra layers 
were not. those is why wearing extra layers, were shaatnez not to be an issue, is only allowed when the 
collecting of duties is not done justly. But if the duties are collected in a just manner, it would not be permitted 
to wear extra layers to hide them from duties collectors. [as to what the contemporary militias’ rules are 
regarding multiple layers, one should consult with his travel agent.]
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the shAAtNez MoDeL
We further find in the Mishna “clothing salesmen may sell [model clothes made of shaatnez] in their 
customary fashion as long as they have no intention under the sun [of protecting themselves], from the sun or 
in the rain [to protect themselves] from the rain: the scrupulous model on a stick.”  the commentaries question 
why modeling clothing should be permitted while wearing multiple layers to avoid duties is forbidden. 

rabbeinu shimshon takes the position that these two Mishnayos are, if fact, in dispute – the Tanna that permits 
modeling would permit duties-avoiding-wearing, and the Tanna that prohibits duties-avoidance-wearing 
would likewise prohibit modeling. rem”a cites those who, in accord with this position, permit the wearing of 
shaatnez to avoid duties, as the Mishna that disallows it is not the accepted halacha. however, shulchan aruch, 
following ramba”m, quotes both these Mishnayos as authoritative halacha, obviously taking the positions that 
these two Mishnayos are not contradictory.

 Various commentaries have offered explanations as to what principle would allow modeling shaatnez clothing 
while not allow wearing shaatnez to avoid duties. ritva writes that the salesman were placing the clothing on 
their shoulders and not fully wearing them. sha”ch writes that since only clothing worn was exempted from 
duties therefore the intentions was to wear it, as opposed to the salesman who does not intend to wear but to 
display. Pischei teshuva points out that according the sha”ch it would follow that in a situation where clothing 
worn is also taxed it would not be a violation of the laws of shaatnez to wear clothing under other clothing to 
hide it. In this case there is no intention to wear the bottom garment, since this is fruitless, but rather to hide it. 
again, this is in a case where the duties are not collected justly. [as to hiding from militias consult with your 
private security guard.] 

chasam sofer writes that for a salesman to model clothing is permitted only when the wearing is in a manner 
that is different from one who wears clothing for benefit. chavos Yair writes that in the case of the duty avoider 
we are concerned as to maaris haayin. It is worth noting that chochmas adom rules that although modeling 
shaatnez clothing is permitted, it is prohibited for a potential customer to try it on. a discussion of this ruling 
is beyond the scope of this article. I would be amiss not to mention that rav ovadia MiBartenura quotes a 
commentator who explained the Mishna as referring to a situation where non-jews were exempt from a duty 
imposed only on jews; the subject of the Mishna wishes to wear shaatnez to appear as a non-jew. this would 
be subject to a discussion in the Poskim whether a discriminatory law is valid under the principle of dina 
demalchusa, which discussion is surely worthy of a whole other article.
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